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1. INTRODUCTION

Based on my observations of the presentations that have been made and of the discussions 
that have taken place during the workshop, I have the general impression that I might be able to 
make a few comments that represent a perspective which is rather different than those I sense are 
shared by most of the other participants — who are so much closer than I to the day-to-day 
contemporary complex science and technology of cold moderators and pulsed sources. My 
comments are on three general subjects which are not directly related, but which in my opinion are 
very relevant to the objectives of the workshop.

The first of these is parahydrogen moderators, about which recurring questions have been 
raised during the Workshop. My observations in this area are related to the existence or non
existence of discrete time eigenvalues of the energy-dependent neutron transport equation, and the 
corresponding existence or non-existence of exponential time-asymptotic decay of the cold neutron 
population, and the associated existence of an equilibrium time-asymptotic energy spectmm of the 
cold neutrons or the converse — a continuously changing cold neutron spectmm (continuously 
changing even at asymptotically long times). A single convenient reference on these questions, for 
those who are not already familiar with them, is the rather dated, but nevertheless still very useful 
textbook by M. M. R. Williams [1]. Another important reference is the textbook by K. H. Beckurts 
and K. Wirtz [2] — which is even older than Williams’ book, predating it by two years.

The second topic on which I should like to comment is related to the use of simple synthetic 
scattering kernels in conjunction with the neutron transport equation to carry out elementary 
mathematical analyses and simple computational analyses in order to understand the gross physics of 
time-dependent neutron transport initiated by pulsed sources in cold moderators. Many of the basic 
ideas related to this subject also go back over thirty years and can be found in reference [1], and 
some also appear in reference [2], The combination of the two subjects, the existence of discrete 
time eigenvalues of the neutron transport equation and the use of simple synthetic scattering kernels 
also appears in the research literature of that vintage. Specifically, simple synthetic scattering 
kernels were used by the author [3,4] and by many others to study the question of the existence of 
discrete time eigenvalues of the transport equation.

The third subject that I feel might be worth mentioning is that of “simple” benchmark 
calculations by which I mean calculations that are simple compared to the very large scale combined 
spallation, slowing-down, thermalization calculations using MCNP and other large Monte Carlo 
codes. Such benchmark problems can be created so that they are closely related to both the 
geometric configuration and material composition of cold moderators of interest and still can be 
solved using steady-state deterministic transport codes to calculate the asymptotic time-decay 
constant, and the time-asymptotic energy spectrum of neutrons in the cold moderator and the 
spectrum of the cold neutrons leaking from it (neither of which should be expected to be Maxwellian 
in these small leakage-dominated systems). These would provide rather precise benchmark solutions 
against which the results of the large scale calculations carried out for the whole spallation, slowing- 
down, thermalization system — for the same decoupled cold moderator — could be compared.
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2. PARAHYDROGEN MODERATORS

It is very likely that in many cases parahydrogen moderators will be smaller than the 
minimum dimension for the existence of a discrete time eigenvalue because the mean free path 
becomes so large at very low energies; hence, the asymptotic decay will not be exponential. 
Consequently, both measurements and computer simulations should be extended to long times to 
look for non-exponential decay. When this is the case, the energy spectrum of the neutrons in the 
interior of the moderator will keep changing as the population decays, and the interior population 
will not be as cold as might be desired since the very cold neutrons will leave the system without 
collision. This may not be an adverse situation, however, because it is the leakage spectrum which is 
of primary interest, and that spectrum will tend to be very cold, since for the most part the leaking 
neutrons will have energies below the step in the energy-dependent scattering cross section.

As a separate issue, it is worth noting that it might be possible to measure the ortho/para ratio 
experimentally. If the asymptotic time decay of the flux is measured and if the decay is exponential, 
then the spectrum averaged scattering cross section { I f  can be inferred from the approximate
expression for the time decay constant a  given by the expansion [1,2,5] in terms of the geometric
buckling B2 of the cold moderator assembly

a ~ { v Z )  + ( vD) B2 -  CB4 (1)

using

D = 3 IJ 1  - u )  (2)

with
Z s = N paraaPara + N orthoo°/tho

Since o f" ' «  o f th0 below the step in o f ra, A will be approximately proportional to N ,rth0, so that N ,rth0 
can be determined from D  which in turn can be determined from the measured value of a  and the 
tabulated value of c a for hydrogen. A series of measurements of a  for different bucklings B  would 
have to be made to determine the diffusion cooling constant C [1,2,5], [It might be possible to make 
such measurements simultaneously on a single system by using data collected by detectors located in 
such a way that they measure neutrons from various spatial eigenmodes [6], Of course, the 
bucklings then would be restricted to the slightly wide-spread values associated with these modes.] 
Alternatively, the theoretical expression [1,2] could be used to compute C. Or, if only a rough 
estimate for N ,Tth0 were needed and if the cold moderator were large (in units of mean free paths), B ! 
would be small and the last term could be neglected.

When there is very little ortho, the decay will not be exponential, the mean free path of low- 
energy neutrons will be very large, and the size of the moderator will be very small in terms of the 
mean free path (which of course is the appropriate unit in which to evaluate the size); hence, the time 
decay will not be exponential, although in some cases it may be close to exponential for an extended, 
intermediate (non-asymptotic) period of time [7].

3. SIMPLE SYNTHETIC SCATTERING KERNELS

It seems that it might be very useful to carry out simple “physics” calculations that could be 
done by hand (or almost by hand) to gain insight into the salient phenomena that occur during 
neutron thermalization in cold moderators — and also to provide “credibility” checks on large-scale 
Monte Carlo calculations. Some ideas along these lines would be to carry out simple mathematical 
analyses of slowing-down equations, transport equations and thermalization equations using very 
simple slowing-down kernels and thermalization kernels. The use of these would make the
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equations fairly simple to solve, and the analytical solutions or very simple computer generated 
solutions would provide substantial physical intuition and insight as well as gross checks on the 
results of large-scale computer simulations.

The simple synthetic slowing-down kernels that could be used initially include the Wigner 
kernel (1,2)

where

{1 u -  u
-r-exp — p—, <u < uZ “  (5)

if > u

in which Nfu) is the total scattering cross section for neutrons of lethargy u ’ and q is the average 
logarithmic energy decrement (average lethargy gain) per collision;

and the Greuling-Goertzel kernel [1,2]

{~ 2  exp — y -  + (1 -  ^y)S(u' -  u), - ° ° < u ' < u
f ( t f - >u ) =  <  7 (6)

x  0, d > u

where y is the mean square lethargy gain per collision. Both of these correctly reproduce the total 
energy-dependent cross section and the average logarithmic energy decrement; the Greuling- 
Goertzel kernel also preserves the mean square lethargy increase per collision. Exact analytical 
solutions to slowing-down equations incorporating these kernels are available [7], More advanced 
“simple” slowing-down kernels such as the one developed by Cadilhac (and Storrer) — in which the 
energy spectrum of scattered neutrons is included — would also be very useful. Finally, simple 
synthetic kernels developed for slowing-down by inelastic scattering, developed by Benson and 
others, would also be useful.

Analogous simple synthetic thermalization kernels, such as those used by Nelkin [8], 
Comgold [9], Doming [3] and many others, also could be used to do analytical thermalization 
calculations. These kernels satisfy the detailed balance condition and can be made to correctly 
reproduce the energy-dependent total scattering cross section of the form

where b is the free atom cross section, or of the form of the free gas scattering cross section, or the 
form of any energy-dependent total scattering cross section. Which of these are used depends upon 
how closely the physicist wants to mimic the physical system versus how much time he or she has 
available to carry out the analysis of the resulting equations.

Finally, the use of simple expressions for the asymptotic decay constant, such as a  ~ (vZ) + 
(vD) B2 -  CB4 mentioned above in the section on parahydrogen moderators, can be used as gross 
credibility checks on the large-scale Monte Carlo simulations.
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4. BENCHMARK PROBLEMS AND DETERMINISTIC CODES

The development of a few, or even several, benchmark problems might very favorably affect 
research on cold moderators for pulsed neutron sources. A “simple” benchmark problem for a cold 
moderator assembly, or several such problems, each with a few versions, could be developed. These 
might include: a two-dimensional version; a three-dimension version; a version with the moderator 
assembly decoupled by cadmium from the adjacent spallation target and reflector; and perhaps a 
version that is not decoupled. A complex benchmark problem based on a geometrically and 
materially simple experiment should also be developed.

The simple benchmark problems can be used to compare calculations done at various 
laboratories, and more importantly, to check the large-scale Monte Carlo simulations against 
deterministic transport theory thermalization calculations, such as time eigenvalue calculations (a  
calculations) for decoupled cold moderators and also for whole coupled moderator-target-reflector 
systems. These deterministic calculations could be done using fifty or so thermal groups to solve the 
a-calculation problem with no source or initial condition. This would yield the asymptotic time- 
decay constant, and the space, angle and energy distribution of the time-asymptotic flux, against 
which the results of large-scale calculations could be compared. The most efficient way to do these 
deterministic calculations would be to use nodal transport methods [10] rather than the old S-N 
methods which are both much slower and less accurate. These nodal transport methods are now 
available as the nodal options in the three-dimensional code TORT [11],

In order to do a-calculations using a deterministic transport code (e.g., TORT-nodal) it 
might be necessary to replace (i.e., move) some of the group-to-group scattering cross sections by 
creating at least one “fake fission” cross section S t in one thermal group and at least one “fake 
fission” spectrum component Xs in a different thermal group. This procedure is described in a paper 
in which such calculations were reported [12], Otherwise, the code might just “fizzle out”, because 
there is no fixed source and no fission source on which the iterative solution procedure is based. All 
the energy groups in an a-calculation of this type should be thermal groups. There is no need to 
waste any groups in the epithermal, slowing-down, resonance or fast regions. And, of course, the 
multigroup cross sections should be generated from the appropriate thermal neutron scattering 
kernel, as discussed in yet another very old but clearly written textbook [13],

It must be recognized that a-calculations of the type suggested here yield only the decay 
constant (or fundamental time eigenvalue) and the time-asymptotic, space, angle and energy 
distribution (or fundamental time eigenfunction). Thus, when the results of a Monte Carlo 
simulation are compared with such a distribution, only that part of those results which corresponds to 
the distribution of neutrons that remain in the (e. g. decoupled) system at long times should be 
included in the comparison. Finally, if there were some motivation to compare experimental data 
with the time-asymptotic distribution from a deterministic a-calculation, it would be necessary to 
measure only the time-asymptotic neutron distribution by starting the detectors only after a time 
delay triggered by the initial pulse.

5. SUMMARY

The comments made here are quite simplistic. That this is so is dramatically underscored 
when the simplicity of the procedures suggested is compared with the complexity of contemporary 
analyses of cold moderators for pulsed sources — which typically are carried out using large-scale 
Monte Carlo codes to calculate the combined spallation, slowing-down, and thermalization processes 
in complicated geometries composed of many materials. Nevertheless, I hope that they will be of 
some use to the research being pursued by the workshop participants and others doing research on 
cold moderators for pulsed neutron sources, and that the perspective that led to these comments 
constructively complements those of the scientists developing cold moderator systems and actively 
pursuing research in the area. The simple approaches mentioned here were put forward in the old- 
fashioned spirit of analytical and semi-analytical studies to attempt to understand the basic physics 
and extricate the salient transport phenomena from the complexity of modem cold neutron sources.
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They were very valuable three decades ago, when most of the “vintage” literature cited here was
produced, and they might still be of some value today, notwithstanding the complexity of modem
cold moderators and pulsed sources.
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